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The possibility
to perform charge-pumping
measurements
on power VDMOS transistors
is investigated.
By analyzing
the spatial distributions
of the charge-pumping
threshold
and flat-band
voltages it is concluded
that the charge-pumping
measurements
can be
carried out in the subthreshold
region of the device. This conclusion is confirmed by twodimensional
transient
numerical
modeling of the charge-pumping
effect and supported
by experiments.
The method for a separate extraction
of interface state and fixed charge
densities generated
by irradiation
in the oxide of VDMOSFETs
is proposed.
1. INTRODUCTION
Power Vertical Double-diffused
(VD)MOSFETs
have found an important
application
in very high-frequency
switching power supplies due to their fast switching capabilities.
Thanks to a high power/volume
ratio, these power supplies are suited for the aerospace
satellites.
In these applications
power VDMOSFETs
are exposed to a high space radiation, which strongly reduces their lifetime due to the generation
of fixed oxide charge
AN,,, and interface states ANi, [l]. In order to extract separately
AN,, and ANi, induced by irradiation
in MOSFETs
(both assumed as spatially uniform), methods based
on the threshold
voltage shift and either the subthreshold-slope
change 21, the mobility
degradation
(the MOSFET
gain factor [3,4] or the transconductance
[5 I change) or the
mid-gap voltage shift [6] have been proposed.
These routinely
used techniques
are indirect and involve some restrictive
assumptions.
The charge pumping has been proven,
however, to be an accurate and very sensitive technique
to characterize
Nit in various
devices in a direct manner [7,8].
The purpose of this work is to investigate
the possibility to apply charge-pumping
measurements
on power VDMOS transistors
- directly on the standard
structures.
It is
demonstrated
by numerical
modeling
and confirmed by experiments
that the chargepumping
measurements
can be performed
on power VDMOSFETs.
Moreover,
they
enable a direct and separate extraction
of densities of interface traps and fixed charges
induced by irradiation
in these transistors.
2. CHARGE

PUMPING

IN VDMOSFETS

As opposed to conventional
silicon bulk MOSFETs,
there is no a separate bulk contact
which can supply majority carriers in VDMOS structure
(Fig.1). The same problem occurs when applying charge-pumping
(CP) measurements
on SO1 devices. In (n-channel)
VDMOSFETs,
however, the p--region
which represents
the bulk is shortly connected
over the p+-region
with the source contact.
The source contact can, therefore,
play a
role of the bulk contact unless the n+-source
region is inactive.
These conditions
are
fulfilled in CP measurements
if the channel region is always biased under the threshold
voltage Uth during the excursion
of the gate bias. A crucial fact is that the electron
charge-pumping
threshold
voltage of the epitaxial (epi) region U,chP-epi, which is deter0167.9317/95/$09.50 @ 1995 - Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
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mined by the n- surface concentration,
is lower than the channel threshold
voltage lJth
which depends on the p--concentration
at the source channel-end.
Moreover, the hole
charge-pumping
flat-band potential of the epi-region VFf- epi lies under the flat-band
potential of the p- area. Thereby, interface states along the complete SiOz/epi
interface
and in part in the channel region (%02/p-)
as well, can be filled by electrons supplied
by the n+ drain over the n--epi
layer at the gate-pulse
top level UGH, even the device
is biased in the subthreshold
region (UGH < Uth). Interface states are filled by holes
provided by the source contact over the p+ and p- areas at the gate-pulse
bottom level
UGL. In these conditions,
n-channel
VDMOSFETs
behave as conventional
p-channel
MOSFETs
and various CP measurements
can be carried out on these structures.
3. NUMERICAL

MODELING

The present concept is confirmed by modeling and experiments
on low-voltage
(1OOV)
and high-voltage
(500V)
power VDMOSFETs
fabricated
by standard
Si (polysilicon
gate) processes.
The low-voltage
devices consist of about 860 hexagonal
cells of 33pm
size arranged in a hexagonal mesh. The cross section of two half-cells considered in modspecifications
assumed according
to the
eling is shown in Fi .l, with all geometry-data
recess description
by employing
MUSIC 2
B91. The applied doping profile is simulated
Plo], an adaptive multigrid 2D process simulator, using the detailed process flow description as input [9]. Steady-state
and transient
(charge-pumping)
device characteristics
are
numerically
calculated
by employing
MINIMOS 6 which has been extended
to account
for VDMOS structure
[9]. The model of the charge-pumping
effect is the rigorous numerical approach described in [8,11].
Fig.2 shows the edges of the interface area for the total electron and hole capture, which
are calculated
by steady-state
MINIMOS 6 simulation.
These edges represent
the local
CP threshold
voltage lJi; and CP flat-band
potential
y;r, which are defined by the
critical concentrations
nirzt. = l/(z~~h~a~t~/3)
and pyLt. = 1/(Vthpc$L/3)
dependent
on the top and bottom level durations
tH and tL, respectively.
Different characteristic
positions of the gate pulses with respect to Ui{ and V_r are denoted on Fig2:
A) UGH < lJi:-epi.
Very small region close to the n+/p junction
is active in charge
pumping.
The terminal
d.c. current vanishes because both the recombined
electrons
and holes are supplied by the source contact.
represent
the charge-pumping
B) UGH 2 ut”hp-epi, UGL 5 v;r- epi; these conditions
active region.
The d.c. drain electron
current ID, is equal to the net electron
and
hole recombination
rate G,R,,~ at the complete SiOz/epi
interface
and in a part of
the channel-interface.
The 10, also equals to the d.c. source hole current
-Is~.
The
d.c. source electron current Is, is small, but it rapidly increases when UGH approaches
Uth, while the d.c. drain hole current IDA is negligible.
The measured d.c. drain current
VDMOSFETs.
Icp = 1, zz ID, is negative in n-channel
is active in charge
C) UGH 2 Uil-epi;
UGL > V$ -epi. A part of the channel-interface
pumping;
the SiOz/epi interface is inactive because of an insufficient
hole capture.
D) UGH > Uth. Independent
of the pulse amplitude
AU,,
when the top level exceeds
the channel threshold
voltage the n+-source
region becomes active.
In this, for the
CP measurements
unattractive
region, we observed a d.c. transfer of electrons from the
source towards the drain in numerical
simulations.
The component
1~~ increases and
the drain current becomes ID = -(Is~
+ 1~~). The Is~ is solely due to the interface
recombination.
The current ID changes the sign because the negative Ise dominates
over the positive Is~ (n-channel
devices).
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Fig.1 Analyzed low-voltage power VDMCSFET with parameters:
toz = lOOnm, LG =
15pm. The doping profile resulting from
2D multigrid
process simulation
is used.
The arrows show the d.c. components
of
the source electron
Ise, the source hole
Is~ and the drain electron ID, currents.

Fig.2
and

2

The position
hole

4

3

x-coordinate [F m]

of the electron

(V;bp) total-capture

(Uil)

edges

in a

half of the VDMOSFET
cell. Some characteristic
positions
of the gate-pulse
top
and bottom levels are denoted.
The impurity profile along the interface is shown.

In the CP active region, the ]I,,] increases with increasing
UGH and becomes maximal
at UGL = I$:- e p i After that point it decreases due to effect C). However, the decrease
of ]lccp] can only be observed if the conditions
D) do not
AUG+I$-epi
< Uth, which is fulfilled for small amplitudes
4. MEASUREMENTS

AND

take place,
AUG.

i.e. if UGH =

APPLICATION

All discussed
effects are fully confirmed by numerical
results (Fig.3) and completely
supported
by experimental
data for low-voltage
(Fig.4) and high-voltage
devices. The
agreement
between experimental
and simulated
results is very good in the CP active
region. However, a significant
disagreement
is found in the parasitic UGH > Uth region,
which origin is not clear.
In Fig.5 we focus on the CP active region UGH < Uth of a low-voltage
device.
The
and AUG due to the
expected
dependence
of Icp on the rise and fall times (tr,tf)
variation
in the electron and hole emission times is clearly found in experiments.
Note
that the numerically
calculated
Icp cannot be directly compared against the measured
Icp because the considered hexagonal VDMOS structures
are typical SD-devices in which
the effective device width varies along the z-coordinate
(Fig.1).
The modeling
results in Fig.6 demonstrate
the
extract the amount of the charge trapped in the
ated by irradiation
along the active part of the
AN;, and AN,,
assumed in this calculation
are
power devices after 50krad radiation
dose with
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Fig.3 Charge-pumping
characteristics
of
VDMOSFET
calculated
by 2D transient
numerical model for pulse amplitudes
AU,
3V and 5V (tf = tr = lps, f = lOOkHz,
50% duty cycle). Uniform interface traps
assumed:
Dit = 6 x 10gcm-2eV-1,
cm =
lOup = 3 x 10-15c~2.
The positive and
negative regions of 10, are denoted.
The
dotted-dashed
line depicts the calculated
Uil in the epi-region
(Fig.2) - the rising
edge of the &,(UGH).
The Icp starts to
decrease at VT[+AUG
in the epi-region.
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Fig.4 Experimental
characteristics
of a VDMOSFET at different amplitudes
(f= 100
IcHz, 50% duty cycle).
The calculated
Ui{ in the epi-layer is denoted.
The plateau
of the CP active

region

epi to VfCbP-epi+AUG.

ranges
When

from

l_Jil-

plotting

the

curves with respect to the UGH, the characteristics
match each other at the rising
edge of the CP active region and in the
region where the measured d.c. drain current changes in sign (when approaching
the device threshold voltage).
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Fig.5 Experimental
curves in the CP active region for different pulse amplitudes
and rise/fall
times.
The characteristics
nicely reflect the dependence
of Icp on the
ratio t,,r/AlJG
due to emission time variations. The shape of the curves is modulated by the characteristics
shown in Fig.2
and by the change in the effective device
width due to the SD-geometry
of the analyzed hexagonal
VDMOSFETs.
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Fig.6 Simulated
impact of an uniform increase in interface state density and fixed
oxide charge.
Gate pulses:
AU, = 5V,
t, = tf = lp.
Before stress:
Dit = 6 x
10gcm-2eV-1.
After stress:
Dit = 3 x
1010cm-2eV-1
(acceptor
like), AN,,
=
4 x 1011cm-2.
The increase of Icp is exclusively due to AN;t, while the voltage-axis
shift is mostly due to AN,,.
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